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● All meetings for the rest of the week for this group are open to observers.
● First time that they are meeting in person formally
● This meeting is meant to listen to all party’s views and they will have a second meeting to put the

synthesis of those views to vote.
● To join the SBSTA 10(b)/SBI 7 - LTGG email list send a message with subject line “SBSTA

10(b)/SBI 7 - LTGG email list” your name and affiliation JCorssen@unfccc.int
● Reflections on the type of outcomes we should have

○ Switzerland - would like main reflections of co-facilitators section to be integrated into
the note

○ European Union - contributions to Structured Expert Dialogue in past two days politicize
science discussion, and would like to limit scope for next SED to IPCC work group 2&3,
poster sessions are less useful

○ Canada - informal note from June is good basis for developing conclusions, SED is key
venue for facilitating exchange between experts and policymakers, presentations should
be linked to the goals of this process, agree with EU that additional time to engage with
IPCC experts would be greatly appreciated

○ India - the note needs to take all elements AR6 into account including synthesis report
(not just group 2 and 3), several themes in note were mushed together that should be
separated (not just IPCC dialogue but also implementation)

○ Antigua and Barbados - informal note from last meeting could form good basis for work
moving forward, UNEP Adaptation report could not be considered, concerned with ways
the dialogue was structured - should have split into themes, IPCC reports should be
incorporated into the UNFCCC work so propose that the upcoming SED should devote 2
full days to IPCC

○ Saudi Arabia - aligning with India, deep concerns for not fulfilling Article 4
commitments (developed country parties/Annex I commit themselves for review of
adequacy on mitigation action) especially would like assessments on social and economic
impacts of climate change, SED has been on science related matters despite that some
info was outdated or incomplete, theme 2 should be given ample time and space and
equal footing to theme 1

○ Brazil - need to consider elements on SED 2 in final note and need to indicate next steps
of the review, continue to consider AR6 reports as they become available, would like to
see reflected in conclusions that there are gaps in implementation of the convention

○ Japan - hope to see summary 2 in advance
○ Panama - would like to pursue physical poster session, recognize informal note as good

basis for deliberation
○ Kenya - would like to see next steps of the review in the draft conclusion, would have

liked to have an in person poster session (as opposed to virtual), on the look out from
improved regional representation (issue was raised in June) and there was improvement



but would love to see more, would like to see what gaps in knowledge exist especially
from Africa

○ China - we should focus on the effect/implementation of our efforts, should focus more
on what we could do to improve implementation

○ Botswana - agree with Kenya
● Will provide a new note incorporating this feedback - to be posted on website
● Next meeting is tomorrow - time and room will be announced tomorrow


